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THE CRISIS IN UKRAINE
THE CRISIS IN THE UKRAINE HAS RAISED GRAVE PROBLEMS for the people of that country,
significant dangers for world peace, and many contending views on the left. Here we
offer three articles that we think help us make sense of what’s going on, by Joanne
Landy, Kevin B. Anderson, and Sean Larson. Landy and Anderson attempt to provide a political assessment of what has been going on, while Larson offers some
important background on the Ukrainian elite. Obviously, the situation on the ground
is changing daily, but basic political principles and background information won’t be
easily outdated.
—THE EDITORS

Ukraine Between a Rock
and a Hard Place
Is There a Way Out?
JOANNE LANDY

T

HE GOVERNMENTS OF THE United States
and Russia are attempting to shape events
in Ukraine in their own interests, not for the
benefit of the Ukrainian people. Ukrainians
have long suffered from domination by Moscow,
under the Russian czars and later in the Soviet
Union, most horrifically under Stalin. With the
end of Communism in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe, millions hoped for freedom and
a new beginning. However, the United States
and Western Europe exploited the collapse of
the Soviet system to expand their own military
and economic power, extending NATO into

JOANNE LANDY is Co-Director of the Campaign for Peace
and Democracy and a New Politics editorial board
member. The author wishes to thank Thomas Harrison,
Stephen Shalom, and Jesse Lemisch for their assistance
in writing this article. The views expressed are her own.

a dozen formerly Communist nations (Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia,
Albania, and Croatia), and, they hoped, into
Ukraine and Georgia as well. Equally destructive, the West attempted to use its economic
heft, “shock therapy,” and international financial
institutions like the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank to push a brutal
capitalism on the people of the former Communist countries.
In late 2013 mass protests erupted in
Ukraine against the government of Viktor Yanukovych, culminating in huge demonstrations
of hundreds of thousands. Despite having been
elected, Yanukovych was a repressive and grotesquely corrupt ruler who lavished upon himself obscene privileges, including a vast personal
compound furnished with a spa, a zoo, a large
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boat, a massive car collection, and a golden toilet
(!), while defending the interests of the wealthy
oligarchs who supported his government.
In January 2014, Yanukovych signed a series
of anti-democratic laws similar to those already
imposed on Russians under Vladimir Putin,
which sharply limited freedom of speech and assembly. As mass protests mounted, the government sent riot police on February 18 to brutally
repress the people in the streets. Two days later,
riot police again fought against protesters, and
the battle culminated in snipers who had taken
positions on rooftops shooting at demonstrators. Some Maidan detractors have argued
that the snipers were actually deployed by the
opposition to create an incident that would
discredit the government. The evidence for this
theory is dubious; in any event, the corruption,
repressiveness, and undemocratic record of the
Yanukovich government are indisputable, and
gave more than adequate cause for the uprising.
The Maidan was an expression of mass
discontent that had been building for years, and
cannot be explained away as simply the result
of a false flag operation or a plot by Washington—though we know that the United States
and other Western countries have worked to

Belarus

take advantage of popular dissatisfaction for
their own purposes and will do everything they
can to see that the radical democratic potential
of the Maidan doesn’t come to fruition. They
will be helped in their efforts by the fact that
the Ukrainian left and labor movements are very
weak, leaving a vacuum to be filled by leaders
who embrace the neoliberal austerity measures
promoted by the United States and the European Union. These measures will cause bitter
suffering for the masses of Maidan protesters,
many of whom have been under the illusion that
joining the European Union will bring them
prosperity and a decent standard of living (an
illusion held as well by millions in Greece and
other southern European countries until bitter
experience has begun to show them otherwise).
In addition, though the far right forces of Svoboda and the Right Sector were only a small
portion of the protesters, they played a key role
in the physical defense of the Maidan against
violent government attack. Today there are a
number of far right figures in the temporary
coalition government that was hastily constituted by parliament after Yanukovych left Kiev;
it remains to be seen whether the Ukrainian
people will permit these dangerous elements to
remain in leading government positions.
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Once in power, the new
post-Yanukovych government took steps that were
certain to make the country vulnerable to Russian
attempts to undermine
Ukraine’s independence.
First, parliament passed
a law revoking the status
of Russian—the native
tongue of 30 to 40 percent
of Ukrainians—as an official language in areas where
Russian speakers consti-
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tuted 10 percent or more of the population. This
reactionary law was quickly canceled by the new
acting Ukrainian president, Aleksandr Turchinov, who must have come to realize that it would
set off an explosive reaction. But the damage
had been done, fostering suspicion and hostility toward the new government among many
Russian speakers, particularly in the eastern and
southern regions of the country. Compounding
this disastrous signal about language rights, the
new government declared from the outset that
it would adopt the crippling economic measures
demanded by the European Union and Western
financial institutions. Conscious of how hugely
unpopular the social cuts and privatizations the
West was demanding would be, when the new
prime minister, Arseny Yatseniuk (famously
known familiarly as “Yats” to U.S. Assistant
Secretary of State for European and Eurasian
Affairs Victoria Nuland), announced his determination to carry out harsh austerity measures,
he conceded, eerily, that doing so would mean
that Ukraine would be led by a “suicide” government.

The Rights of Less Powerful Countries
NATO was an imperial military alliance from its
inception, and with the end of the Soviet empire
it lost even its retrograde Cold War rationale for
existence. The Campaign for Peace and Democracy, of which I am Co-Director, and anti-war
movements around the world called for NATO
to dissolve after 1989 (better late than never).
Instead, NATO aggressively extended its reach
into the former Soviet orbit. This fact, however,
does not justify Russia’s interference in the domestic affairs of Ukraine: supporting a lightning
referendum in Crimea under the shadow of
Russian troops and operatives or declaring, as
Putin has, that eastern and southern Ukraine
are “Novorossiya” (or “New Russia”), signaling
that Moscow would be justified in intervening,
by force if necessary, to defend Russian speakers
in that region. Powerful countries have no right
to turn neighboring nations into “buffer states”

by invoking security as a justification. When
real or concocted security threats are used to
justify imperialism by the United States, Russia,

Ukrainians face complex and
pressing problems in establishing
just and democratic structures
in their country, but they need
to work through those problems
without imperial interference
from either the West or Russia.

or any other strong military power, prospects
for peace and democracy suffer a terrible blow.
Ukrainians face complex and pressing problems
in establishing just and democratic structures in
their country, but they need to work through
those problems without imperial interference
from either the West or Russia. The negotiating partners should be eastern and western
Ukrainians, not the United States, the European
Union, or Moscow.
The Russian annexation of Crimea is to
be condemned because of the intimidating way
in which it was achieved (and the precedent
that was thus set for future intimidation), and
because of the fact that short shrift was given
to considering the rights of Tatars and Ukrainian speakers, who together make up a third of
Crimea’s population. But there is good reason
to believe that the majority of Crimeans would
have freely voted to rejoin Russia in a fair referendum, and it seems doubtful that Crimea will
ever return to Ukraine.
However, according to recent opinion polls
conducted by the U.S.-headquartered Pew
Research Center and the Kyiv International
Institute of Sociology, the situation in eastern
and southern Ukraine seems quite different:
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the great majority of the population in these
regions say that they are suspicious of the Kiev
government and want a measure of autonomy
to protect their regional interests, but wish to
remain part of Ukraine. Arguably people in the
east and south should have the right to secede
and become independent or integrated into
Russia if they so desire, but their views should
be expressed in legitimate votes that will either
confirm or disconfirm the opinion polls, not in
hasty “referendums” conducted under pressure
from unaccountable armed groups and Russian
military intimidation. (To those who say that
Russia hasn’t intervened militarily in Ukraine,
my reply is twofold: 1) there are more than
likely secret Russian operatives playing a role
in eastern Ukraine and, in any case 2) even if
the Russian troops massed on the border with

Ukrainians need parties that can
build an independent Ukraine
unaligned with either NATO or
Russia, outside of the Germandominated European Union and
the Russian-dominated Eurasian
Economic Union.

Ukraine haven’t fired a shot, they are being
used as a weapon to intimidate the population.
Daniel Ellsberg uses a metaphor to make this
point in another context: he has often said that
when the U.S. threatens to use nuclear weapons,
it is in fact using them, just as someone who
points a gun at someone’s head in the midst of
a confrontation is using that gun whether or not
he actually fires it.)
A peaceful resolution of the Ukrainian
crisis will doubtless need to involve some kind
of significantly decentralized structure for the
6 2  NEW POLITICS

country, though the extent of regional autonomy
remains to be negotiated in hard bargaining by
the representatives of both sides. However, a
huge obstacle to democratic bargaining is the
presence of ultranationalist and far right elements on both sides.

Ultra-Nationalists and the Far Right
The far right presence in the new Kiev government has been barely mentioned in the
mainstream press in the United States, but it is
significant and very troubling, even if its position in a ruling coalition is subject to change in
the near future. For now, the far right Svoboda
Party holds important positions: Svoboda’s
Oleksandr Sych is deputy prime minister, the
party’s Ihor Shvaik is agriculture minister, and
Andriy Mokhnyk is ecology minister, while
former Svoboda MP Oleg Mokhnytsky runs
the general prosecutor’s office. (For Svoboda’s
stated principles, see the All-Ukrainian Union
“Svoboda” program—“Program for the Protection of Ukrainians.”1) Svoboda denies that it is
fascist, and has gone to some lengths to distance
its reputation from its neonazi origins and present itself as simply a right-wing nationalist party.
However Svoboda’s racist and fascistic coloration persists: in 2004, Svoboda leader Oleh
Tyahnybok gave a speech calling for Ukrainians
to fight against a “Muscovite-Jewish mafia,”2
and celebrated the Organization of Ukrainian
Nationalists for having fought “Moscovites,
Germans, Jews and other scum who wanted to
take away our Ukrainian state.”3 In 2012 a high
level Svoboda member, Yuri Sirotyuk, charged
that the selection of pop star Gaitana, who
was born in Ukraine to a Congolese father and
Ukrainian mother, was a bad choice to represent the country in the Eurovision song contest
because she was not authentically Ukrainian.
“It looks like we don’t want to show our face
and Ukraine will be associated with a different
continent, somewhere in Africa.”4 Observers
disagree about whether Svoboda is properly
categorized as neofascist (I believe it is), but
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there is no doubt that it is deeply reactionary.
[Author’s note, May 27: This article was written before the May 25 elections. Election results
indicate that, for now at least, the far right has
very little popular support. As the Russian news
service RT conceded about the presidential exit
polls, “Ultra-right radical nationalists appeared
to have completely failed in the elections, with
Svoboda (Freedom) Party head Oleg Tyagnibok
securing 1.17 percent of the vote and Right Sector leader Dmitry Yarosh less than one percent.”5
At the time of writing this note, final voting
results have not been confirmed, but they are
described as approximating these very low figures.
In the Kiev mayoral election, Svoboda may have
fared somewhat better, though still not well: with
40 percent of the ballots counted, the party’s
candidate received 6.45 percent of the vote.6]
Although a strong case can be made that
Svoboda is indeed neofascist, regardless of how
one characterizes the party, Ukraine isn’t today
a fascist state; non-fascist neoliberal parties and
Prime Minister Arseniy Yatseniuk [and, after
May 25, Petro Poroshenko] lead the government and fascist measures have not been carried
out. But it is an ominous sign that reactionary
elements like Svoboda have been legitimized
with government posts. In the absence of a
successful left alternative, neoliberal austerity
measures are likely to strengthen neofascist
and far right forces—a dynamic we have seen
in other parts of Europe, for example with the
rise of Golden Dawn in Greece and the Front
National in France. Recent steps taken by the
new government give a foretaste of their plans:
gas prices have been raised by 56 percent and it
has been announced that 25,000 civil servants
are to be laid off and child subsidies cut.
Ultra-nationalist and far right elements also
play a significant role on the pro-Russian side.
For example, as Tash Shifrin notes on her Dream
Deferred website, “The Donbass People’s Militia
is led by Pavel Gubarev—a former member
of fascist paramilitary organisation, Russian
National Unity and of the Progressive Socialist

Party of Ukraine, which despite its name is allied with the Eurasian Youth Union linked to
influential Russian fascist Aleksandr Dugin.”7
In his article on the anarchist-leaning website
tahriricn, Laurent Moeri reports that “there is
very disturbing information about Chetniks
having been invited to join Russians fighting
together with the Cossack ‘Wolves’ (the ‘Wolves’
are a paramilitary organization known for their
ruthlessness and have engaged in combat in
Chechnya as well as in Georgia).”8 And in April
2014, Aleksandr Ivanov-Sukharevsky, leader of
the Russian neo-Nazi Peoples National Party,
addressed the pro-Russian forces in SouthEastern Ukraine giving them his full support
(cited, with a photo of Sukharevsky speaking;
this site shows many other examples of far right
elements among the pro-Russian forces9).
Within Russia, Vladimir Putin has used
the Ukrainian conflict to foster ultra-nationalist
sentiments that buttress the increasing authoritarianism of his government, which is marked
by hyper-patriotism, harsh anti-protest laws,
repression of journalists, vicious discrimination against gays, and an unholy alliance with
the Russian Orthodox Church that we saw on
display in the cruel persecution of Pussy Riot.
It’s no surprise, then, that Putin and the Russian government are praised by far right forces
throughout Europe, including Hungary’s neoNazi Jobbik party, the British National Party,
Golden Dawn in Greece, the Italian Fronte
Nazionale, and Marine Le Pen’s French Front
National. (Ironically, Svoboda had observer
status with the ultranationalist Alliance of European National Movements until March of this
year, leaving only after leaders of the Alliance
endorsed the annexation of Crimea by Russia.)
Inside Crimea, the repressive consequences of
being brought into Moscow’s orbit are illustrated by the (failed) attempt to ban this month’s
Tatar commemoration of the 70th anniversary of
the day the mass deportation of their families
began under the orders of Josef Stalin, and the
cancellation of the Gay Pride parade scheduled
SUMMER 2 0 1 4  63
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for April 22-23 in light of the Russian law banning “gay propaganda.”10

M

to realize the
democratic promise of the Maidan uprising. For starters, the Ukrainian people need
to insist that Svoboda be removed from the
governing coalition, and that the Kiev government repudiate its deadly deal with the EU and
the IMF. But beyond these first necessary steps,
ordinary Ukrainians across the country desperately need to create a democratic left movement, with member-controlled unions11 and
political parties that can represent them. They
need new radical and socialist parties that can
take major enterprises out of the hands of the
oligarchs who dominate western, eastern, and
southern Ukraine, nationalize them, and place
them under the democratic control of workers
and the larger society. They need parties that
can build an independent Ukraine unaligned
with either NATO or Russia, outside of the
German-dominated European Union and the
Russian-dominated Eurasian Economic Union,
and free to develop unrestricted trade relationships with all countries.
Ukrainians need an international environment that nourishes rather than thwarts
democracy in their country, and that’s where
we can help. We can express our solidarity
with the Ukrainian people by demanding that
Russia permanently withdraw its troops from
the Ukrainian border and cease making interventionist threats, and that the West cease its
escalating military presence in Europe, move to
dismantle NATO, and withdraw its demands for
privatization and austerity. We can call for aid
without imperial strings to Ukraine and other
countries in economic crisis. In supporting the
Ukrainians, we are helping ourselves. After all,
we all need a way out of the cruel world our
masters have made.
May 20, 2014
UCH HAS TO BE DONE

Readers may also be interested in seeing the Campaign
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for Peace and Democracy’s March 10, 2014 statement
“Oppose NATO, Russian Intervention in Crimea, and
the IMF,” www.cpdweb.org/letters/Ukraine.shtml.

NOTES
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3. Cited in Per Anders Rudling, Ruth Wodak, and
John E. Richardson, eds., The Return of the Ukrainian Far Right: The Case of VO Svoboda (Routledge,
2013), 229–247.
4. Maria Danilova, “Ukrainian party accused of racism in pop scandal,” Associated Press, Feb. 22, 2012,
cnsnews.com/news/article/ukrainian-party-accusedracism-pop-scandal.
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From Simferopol To Grozny?” May 19, 2104, tahriricn.
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9. Anton Shekhovtsov, “Russian and pro-Russian
right-wing terrorists spreading fear and hate in
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www.advocate.com/world/2014/05/01/russias-gaypropaganda-law-takes-effect-crimea, cited by Kevin
Anderson in his article in this issue, “Ukraine: Democratic Aspirations and Inter-imperialist Rivalry.”
11. Such unions are missing in Ukraine today. As Sean
Larson notes in “Contradictions of the Ruling Class in
Ukraine,” in this issue, “The opinion [among the public]
predominates that trade unions are relics of the communist era for the purpose of organizing vacations or
children’s summer camps (functions largely responsible
for sustaining union membership) rather than fighting
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Ukraine: Democratic Aspirations
and Inter-imperialist Rivalry
KEVIN B. ANDERSON

U

a test not only for
democratic movements, or the unevenly
matched imperialisms of the U.S./EU and Russia, but also for the global left. As with other
“difficult” moments like the wars in Bosnia and
Kosovo, Iran 2009, or the Libyan uprising, our
support for democracy and human rights has in
some quarters come into conflict with the long
held stance that neoliberal capitalism, led by the
United States, is the main danger confronting
humanity. The Maidan uprising that toppled
the oligarchical kleptocracy of Viktor Yanukovich in Ukraine was not socialist or even social
democratic. Moreover, Maidan was cheered on
by the United States and the EU, which clearly
sought advantage from it against Russia. This
has led some on the left to lean toward Putin’s
Russia and to shy away from supporting the
Maidan uprising and Ukraine, even in the face
of Russia’s takeover of Ukrainian territory and
threats to dismember the country. This article
takes a different stance. In the tradition of the
KRAINE CONSTITUTES

KEVIN B. ANDERSON teaches in the departments of Sociology, Political Science, and Feminist Studies at the
University of California, Santa Barbara. He is the coeditor (with Peter Hudis) of The Rosa Luxemburg Reader
(2004) and the author of Lenin, Hegel, and Western
Marxism: A Critical Study (1995), Foucault and the
Iranian Revolution: Gender and the Seductions of
Islamism (with Janet Afary, 2005), and Marx at the
Margins: Ethnicity, Nationalism, and Non-Western
Societies (2010). He thanks Joanne Landy, Michael
Pugliese, and Tony Saidy for source material. Some
parts of this article appeared previously in Anderson’s
“Ukraine: Popular Uprising in the Shadow of Putin’s
Russia,” ZNet, April 27, 2014.

anti-Stalinist left and particularly the MarxistHumanist stream of which I have long been a
part, I maintain that we can and should support
progressive democratic and popular movements,
even when they undermine regimes that the U.S.
government opposes, and at the same time, work
to oppose U.S. war and hegemony.

The Maidan Movement: A Democratic
Uprising on Putin’s Doorstep
The 2013-14 Ukrainian uprising showed the
creativity of masses in motion and the ultimate
fragility of state power, even when surrounded
by a repressive police apparatus and enjoying
the support of a foreign imperialist ally. The
overthrow of the pro-Russian government of
Viktor Yanukovich involved large-scale street
protests of over 500,000 people and the occupation of Kiev’s central square, the Maidan,
for weeks on end in the dead of winter. Despite
support efforts by Russia and police repression
that resulted in more than 100 deaths, in the
end the regime collapsed. The police melted
away, the army refused to attack the people, and
Yanukovich fled for his life.
The Maidan uprising rattled Putin’s regime
in Russia, which has experienced persistent
democratic protests over the past two years,
despite ever-increasing state repression. As the
British journalist James Meek wrote: “Putin’s
great fear is that the people of a future better
Ukraine might inspire an entirely different
unification with their East Slav brethren on his
side of the border—a common cause of popular
revolt against him and other leaders like him.
The revolution on Maidan Nezalezhnosti—InSUMMER 2 0 1 4  65
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dependence Square in Ukrainian—is the closest
yet to a script for his own downfall” (London
Review of Books, 3-20-14).
In a similar vein, the Ukrainian sociologist
Volodymyr Ishchenko held that in annexing
Crimea, Putin was motivated not only by territorial and imperial motives, but also by the
situation at home: “Crimea was necessary to
increase patriotism among the Russian population, and to decrease any chance that the Russian
opposition—which was very much inspired by
Maidan—might attempt anything like that in
Russia” (“For Ukrainians, as for any other people
in the world, the main threat is capitalism,”
LeftEast, April 30, 2014).
The Maidan uprising exhibited several
contradictions, however. One revolved around
the emergence of far right groups. Though only
a small minority within the movement, these
groups were well organized and prepared for
street fighting. A recent report from an anarchist
correspondent speaks to the relative strength
of such groups: “The Maidan self-defense was
organized in ‘groups of one hundred,’ with
organizations or currents setting up their own
group. All together there were about fifty such
groups of one hundred. However, despite the
name many groups were made up of not more
than thirty or forty people. About ten groups
were dominated by rightists or fascists, others expressed nationalist tendencies but with
more liberal or democratic elements.” This
account also mentions that the left was a very
small, often marginalized part of the protests,
sometimes due to attacks by right-wing groups.
Nonetheless, some “anarchists, communists,
and socialists” took part in an occupation by
300 students of the Ministry of Education in
Kiev (“Ukraine: Report from a visit in Kiev in
April 2014,” libcom.org, April 29, 2014). Thus,
while notions of the uprising as fascist or reactionary were a fantasy put forth by Russian state
propaganda, the emergence of the far right as
a tendency is certainly a serious danger for the
Ukrainian democratic movement.
6 6  NEW POLITICS

A second contradiction within the Maidan
movement concerned a major part of its agenda,
that of affiliating with the European Union
rather than Putin’s Eurasian Economic Union.
This was the issue that sparked the initial protests in November 2013, as most Ukrainians
were outraged by Yanukovich’s rejection of a pact
with the EU, which they evidently saw as a way
out of Putin’s increasingly authoritarian political and economic network. The EU offered a
multibillion-dollar loan package in exchange for
unspecified economic “reform.” Little account
has been taken by the Ukrainian democratic
movement, then or since, of the terrible human
costs of the austerity measures the EU and other
international lending agencies would demand
in return for loans, above all cuts in salaries and
pensions and hikes in prices of basic commodities. And this in a country already teetering on
the edge of economic collapse.
This lacuna was rooted in the fact that the
working class did not appear under its own
banner, and in the weakness of the left, which
meant that the democratic uprising lacked a
socio-economic, let alone an anti-capitalist,
dimension. There have been some small protests with an economic dimension, however,
as recounted by the abovementioned anarchist
correspondent: “On April 9 we went to a protest
rally of social workers in front of a government
building near Maidan. [They] are the first to be
sacked after the agreement with the IMF. About
200 people (from different parts of the Ukraine)
came to this ... rally outside the government
building. Many workers showed up with selfdrawn banners and slogans like proposing to
the government: ‘Let’s exchange salaries,’ ‘Start
the cuts with yourself,’ and ‘The reforms suppose improvements and not unemployment and
poverty!’ Most workers are women.”
A third contradiction involved the narrow
form of Ukrainian nationalism that dominated
much of the uprising, as well as the new Kiev
government. Thus, as Yanukovich was falling
from power, parliament, which by now had gone
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over to the opposition, conducted a fateful vote
to repeal the 2012 language law that had placed
Russian on an equal footing with Ukrainian as
a national language. Even though the repeal
never took effect due to a veto by the acting
president, huge political damage was done,
giving a powerful propaganda tool to Putin
and his allies in eastern Ukraine, where Russian
speakers are the vast majority. Moreover, many
eastern Ukrainians rightly feared that the kind
of neoliberal policies favored by those coming
to power in Kiev would open the industrialized
Donbass region to competition from cheaper
foreign imports of manufactured goods, resulting in mass layoffs.
Despite these contradictions, the Ukrainian
uprising was on the whole a positive event, one
that showed both the power and the creativity
of a mass democratic movement in a region
marked by increasing authoritarianism. Moreover, it actually succeeded in toppling a government, a rare event anywhere. This shook up not
only Ukraine, but Russia as well, and also worried regimes as far away as Iran, where a dispute
broke out between reformist and conservative
newspapers (“La révolution ukrainienne dérange
les conservateurs en Iran,” Le Monde, 2-28-14).

Inter-imperialist Rivalries and
International Solidarity
Within days of Yanukovich’s fall, Putin moved
to annex Crimea, a territory that Russia has long
claimed and which has one of its most important naval bases. Crimea has a clear majority of
Russian speakers, plus lots of Russian military
personnel residing there, although there is also
a significant minority of predominantly Muslim
Crimean Tatars (12 percent of the population),
as well as of Ukrainian speakers (24 percent).
These minorities were almost completely silenced during a snap sham election in which an
improbable turnout of 80 percent was claimed,
and an old, USSR-style majority of 97 percent
supposedly voted to break off from Ukraine
and join Russia.

The democratic uprising lacked a
socio-economic, let alone an anticapitalist, dimension.
Putin’s annexation of Crimea resulted in
sanctions and threats from the U.S./EU to
isolate Russia, all of which carried the flavor of
a new Cold War. The United States has shed
its usual crocodile tears over Crimea, even as it
occupies Guantanamo, an enclave carved out of
Cuban soil. In fact, Putin’s whole comportment
since the Maidan uprising, with 40,000 troops
massed on the border and belligerent statements
about protecting Russian minorities everywhere,
is nearly a mirror image of the way Washington
has traditionally behaved toward Latin America.
A different type of international response
was that of cross-border democratic and antiimperialist solidarity. Inside Russia, the democratic opposition mounted a remarkably large,
50,000-strong demonstration on the eve of the
Crimea referendum, March 15. Slogans included “Hands off Ukraine” and “No to war.” A
much smaller counter-demonstration took place
under the slogan, “There will be no Maidan in
Moscow” (Le Monde, 3-16-14). That is probably true for now, but the specter of Maidan
surely haunts Putin, even as his jingoism has
temporarily jacked up his popularity ratings.
The annexation of Crimea was also condemned
by a lopsided vote in the UN General Assembly.
It is often mentioned by those parts of
the left that have been reluctant to support
the Maidan uprising—and by international
experts of the “realist” school—that NATO has
extended itself into most of Eastern Europe and
the Baltics since 1991, in violation of assurances
given to Russia’s leaders as the Soviet Union
was collapsing. To be sure, NATO has acted
in true imperialist fashion, taking advantage of
its former rival’s weakness, in a form of veiled
aggression that sowed huge distrust from the
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Russian state and people. Despite U.S./EU
claims today that they are only interested in
an economic partnership with Ukraine, not
NATO membership, it should be remembered
that Vice President Joe Biden declared during
a visit to Kiev in 2009 that the United States
would “strongly support” such a move (Ellen
Barry, “Biden Says U.S. Still Backs Ukraine in
NATO,” New York Times, July 23, 2009, A8).
Chastened by the disastrous wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, a public dead-set against more
foreign adventures, and the sapping of its resources during the Great Recession, the U.S.
government now speaks more softly. However,
the overall goal of world domination has by no
means been shelved.
What of Russian imperialism, vastly weakened since 1991? In this regard, it must equally
be said that critics of U.S. and Western imperialism seldom mention that Putin has, like the
United States with regard to NATO and Russia,
violated the guarantees that Russia gave in 1994,
when, along with Washington and London, it
signed onto the Budapest Memorandum. In
that agreement, the three powers pledged to
respect Ukraine’s territorial integrity in return
for its agreement to give up its nuclear arsenal,
then the third largest in the world. Ukraine did
so by 1996, making it one of the only countries
in the world, along with South Africa, to have
given up its nuclear weapons.
Moreover, I would also argue that claims
about Russia’s sphere of influence being undermined by the United States and NATO follow
an imperialist logic, one that the left needs to
question in all of its forms, whether that sphere
is dominated by Washington or by another
global or regional power.
Kerry and Obama tout their democratic
credentials in supporting the Maidan uprising
or in opposing Russian thuggery in Ukraine, but
they remain silent about issues closer to home
like the conviction of Occupy Wall Street activist Cecily McMillan, whose “offense” consisted
of elbowing a cop who had grabbed her breasts
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during a crackdown on a 2012 demonstration.
In a remarkable expression of internationalism from below, two Putin opponents from
the Pussy Riot group, Maria Alyokhina and
Nadezhda Tolokonnikova, made a solidarity
visit to McMillan at the Rikers Island jail. “It
was a very bad decision to put her in jail,” said
Tolokonnikova. The two Russian activists knew
of whence they spoke, having finished their own
jail terms earlier this year. ( James McKinley,
“Like-Minded Russians Visit Occupy Wall
Street Inmate at Rikers Island,” New York Times,
May 9, 2014, A19).

Eastern Ukraine and the
Danger of Civil War
In a number of cities in eastern Ukraine where
Russian speakers predominate, the largest of
them Donetsk (population 1 million), heavily armed pro-Putin militants have taken
over government buildings. The extent of the
involvement of Russian intelligence operatives
is unclear. The level of popular support for
these irredentists who advocate breaking off
and joining Russia is even less clear. First, it
should be noted that they have not been able
to take over Kharkiv (population 1.5 million),
eastern Ukraine’s largest city. Second, while
some have seen an equivalency between these
protests and the Maidan uprising, the level of
mass participation is much lower. Third, a Pew
Research Center poll released on May 8 found
high levels of support for a united Ukraine in all
regions: “Among Ukrainians, 77% say Ukraine
should remain united, compared with 14% who
think regions should be permitted to secede if
they so desire…. A smaller majority (70%) in
the country’s east—which includes areas along
the Black Sea and the border with Russia—also
prefer unity.” Finally, it should be noted that
the public face of these occupations includes
many very doubtful figures, for example, Denis
Pushilin in Donetsk, whose earlier claim to
fame was as a swindler in a large Ponzi scheme.
But as the Pew poll also shows, support for a
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unified Ukraine is not the same thing as support
for the current government in Kiev, composed of
politicians from previous regimes, most of them
with ties to corrupt oligarchs: only 41 percent of
the population hold a favorable view of it, with
some regional differences.
On May 11, secessionist militants held a
much-disputed referendum on “self-rule” for
the Donetsk and Luhansk regions. In the days
before, Putin gave mixed signals about this step,
even asking at one point for it to be postponed.
The results of the poll were predictably one-sided,
but the actual level of participation was unclear.
It was also unclear whether Putin would actually
move to incorporate these two eastern regions, as
he had with Crimea. What was clear was that this
exercise was designed to disrupt the nationwide
Ukrainian elections scheduled for May 25, where
almost all observers were predicting a landslide
victory at a national level (although not in parts
of the East) for candidates claiming to support
the legacy of the Maidan uprising.
A week before the referendum, the first
serious clashes between pro-Russian militants
and those supporting a united Ukraine took
place in the large southern port city of Odessa,
with more than 40 pro-Russians killed. While
the exact details are in dispute, the following
account conveyed to me by a sociologist with
good contacts in Odessa and longstanding ties
to the anti-Stalinist left rings true:
There was a “pro-Russian” encampment in the
city. Its members are armed…. On Friday, the
“pro-Ukrainian” forces marched for national
unity. The “pro-Russians” attacked them. It
is my belief … that the police stayed idly by
when the “pro-Russians” attacked them. In
the ensuing battle, the heavily outnumbered
“pro-Russians” were defeated and split into
two groups. One went into a building, and
fighting continued. The armed “pro-Russians”
were shooting from inside the building at their
opponents—some of whom improvised Molotov cocktails and threw them. The building
burned with horrible results…. What does all
that amount to? The “pro-Russians” have been

trying, without success, to seize Odessa; they
tried to attack a demonstration that opposed
them; and they were defeated. This is not a
coldly calculated massacre—it is the kind of
tragedy that happens when a near civil war
situation is developing.

Even though it wasn’t a coldly calculated
massacre, which needs to be said, it of course
also needs to be said that some grotesque
emotions were expressed by some of the “proUkrainians” as they saw the building burning
and people dying. Odessa shows the danger, not
only of Russian irredentism, but also of a narrow
Ukrainian nationalism. This form of nationalism, as in the vote against the Russian language,
or the more recent ill-conceived attempts by the
very weak Ukrainian military to intervene with
force in the East, are only serving to increase
support for separatism there.

Putin’s Amalgam of Neo-Stalinism
and Pan-Slavism
Putin’s regime espouses a neo-Stalinist ideology that regards the collapse of the USSR as
a tragedy. Reeking of Russian chauvinism, this
worldview also contains elements of older versions of Czarist Pan-Slavism, especially the notion of “protecting” Russian minorities abroad.
This odd combination is seen in how Putin
reveres the conservative Slavophile Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn (who denied the existence of a
Ukrainian nation separate from Russia), even as
he expresses nostalgia for the Stalinist regime
that imprisoned him. Putin confirmed that view
on March 12 of this year when he telephoned
Mustafa Dzhemelev, a venerated leader of the
Crimean Tatar minority. Putin was ostensibly
trying to reassure the Tatars that they would not
be persecuted under Russian rule, as they had
in the Soviet Union, which deported them en
masse to Central Asia in 1944. But as a stunned
Dzhemelev reported, Putin also suggested that
Ukraine’s 1991 independence from the former
Soviet Union had lacked validity: “Putin noted
the issue that self-proclamation of independent
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Ukraine did not quite correspond to the Soviet
norms that stipulated withdrawal procedure
from the USSR structure” (“Ukraine withdrew
from USSR not quite legitimately,” QHACrimean News Agency, 3-13-14; see also Sylvie
Kaufmann, “Après la Crimée, un autre monde,”
Le Monde, 3-17-14).
These issues have a deep resonance in Russian and Ukrainian history. Lenin castigated
Russian chauvinism, going so far as to support
Ukraine’s right to independence:
If Finland, Poland, or Ukraine secede from
Russia, there is nothing bad in that. What
is wrong with it? Anyone who says that is
a chauvinist. One must be mad to continue
Czar Nicholas’s policy…. This is a repudiation of the tactics of internationalism, this is
chauvinism at its worst. What is wrong with
Finland seceding? … The proletariat cannot
use force, because it must not prevent the
peoples from obtaining their freedom” (Speech
on the National Question, Seventh All-Russia
Conference of the Russian Social Democratic
Party-Bolshevik, April 29 [May 12], 1917).

Philosopher Slavoj Zizek has noted this
revolutionary heritage in a recent article defending Ukraine’s national rights against Russia:
The golden era of Ukrainian national identity was not tsarist Russia—where Ukrainian
national self-assertion was thwarted—but
the first decade of the Soviet Union, when
Soviet policy in a Ukraine exhausted by war
and famine was “indigenisation.” Ukrainian
culture and language were revived, and rights
to healthcare, education and social security
introduced. Indigenisation followed the principles formulated by Lenin in quite unambiguous terms (“Barbarism with a Human Face,”
London Review of Books, May 8, 2014).

The tragedy of Russia 1917, a revolution
that transformed into its opposite, continues
to haunt both Russia and Ukraine today, even
after the collapse of the USSR.
Some very telling indications of what
the pro-Putin forces have in mind for eastern
Ukraine are foreshadowed by the first weeks of
Russian rule in Crimea. If one holds that the
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position of subordinated minorities, ethnic and
sexual, is a key measure of a political order’s progressive or reactionary character, two disturbing
trends can already be noted. (1) Persecution of
the Tatars: Dzhemelev has been barred from returning to Crimea after a trip to Kiev, prompting
a demonstration by 2,000 Tatars at the border as
he tried to return (“Crimée: heurts entre Tatars
et forces de l’ordre,” Le Monde, May 4, 2013).
(2) Persecution of the LGBT community: the
Pride parade scheduled for April 22-23 has been
cancelled in light of Russian law banning “gay
propaganda,” as the entire community feels a
deep chill, with some planning to emigrate as
soon as possible (Daniel Reynolds, “Russia’s
‘Gay Propaganda’ Law Takes Effect in Crimea,”
Advocate, May 1, 2014).
The terrible legacies of Stalinist famine
and deportation, and of Nazi occupation
and the Holocaust, as well as the Chernobyl
nuclear disaster, all weigh down upon Ukraine
and the region today, both as memory and as
foreboding for the future. So does the danger
of an ethno-regional civil war, as in the Balkans
during the 1990s. Ukraine faces a deep crisis
today, economically, politically, and culturally.
It is caught between two rival imperialisms at a
time of deep economic and social crisis. Its path
forward is by no means a clear one, especially
since its democratic movement has abstained
from addressing the oppressions of capital and
class, and is being hemmed in by U.S./EU austerity. Nonetheless, in staging not one but two
mass democratic uprisings over the past decade,
the Ukrainian people have shown a yearning for
self-determination in the broadest sense, and
for grassroots democracy. To be sure, Ukrainian
nationalist excesses, as in Odessa, illustrate the
deep contradictions within this democratic
agenda. Overall though, the Maidan uprising
and its aftermath have challenged the regional
imperialist power, Russia, whose increasingly
authoritarian regime is working night and day
in an effort to make sure Ukraine’s democratic
experiment ends in miserable failure.

Contradictions of the Ruling Class
in Ukraine
SEAN LARSON

U

today is distinguished by the most fortified oligarchy
of the post-Soviet states. Politics in Ukraine
have been subject to volatile lurches over the
last decade, driven by the direct involvement of
masses of Ukrainians. Meanwhile, shaping the
economic, political, and ideological aspects of
society and daily life in Ukraine is a ubiquitous
inter-imperialist competition between Russia
on the one side and the United States and the
European Union on the other. Indeed, the accumulation of capital in this country is constantly
conditioned and threatened both by these imperialisms and internal social upheavals. The
actions and positions of the ruling class have
been and will continue to be staked out upon
the terrain delineated by their contradictions.
The following attempts to sketch the contours of the various sections of the ruling class
in Ukraine, with an eye toward their fractures,
determinations, and the central role of the
oligarchy. In characterizing the different fractions of the Ukrainian ruling class, economic,
and not political or ideological, determinations
are decisive. The actions of the oligarchs are
most productively explained through the prism
of pure class interests, economic competition,
and the political power blocs that derive therefrom, rather than fidelity to any transcendental
ideologies of nationalism or democracy. It is
hoped that this sketch of the balance of forces
can contribute to further analysis of the often
KRAINIAN CAPITALISM
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chaotic and confusing developments in the
post-Maidan Ukraine of today.

Oligarchy
Most of the oligarchs acquired control over large
sectors of the Ukrainian economy during the
rapid privatizations after the fall of the Soviet
Union. A fifth of Ukraine’s GDP is controlled
by twenty people, and in 2012, the combined
henchmen of two oligarchs (Akhmetov and
Firtash) constituted a fifth of the elected representatives in the 450-person parliament.
Oligarchs are essentially exempt from all taxes
on their profits, and the Ukrainian state is frequently bent with surprising pliability to enrich
them and deter domestic and foreign challenges
to their power. These shared class interests have
predominated even through all the maneuvers
between rival groups of oligarchs for control of
the state apparatus. The interests of the oligarchs
have thus formed the horizon of possibility
for Ukrainian politics, though their hegemony
has been far from uncontested (see below). It
is in the industrial sector (metallurgy, chemical industry, natural gas, machine-building,
automobile- and ship-building, among others) that the presence of the oligarchs is most
prominent, where a few individuals wield not
only economic, but political power over entire
industries. However, the largest and most powerful oligarchs have branched out into other
sectors as well, with assets spanning the service
sector, retail, media, and banking. In Ukraine,
oligarchy thus represents a unique combination
of multiple forms of capital (industrial, financial,
commercial) with direct control over the levers
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of state power.
To exemplify how this plays out, take two
key areas of activity of Ukraine’s richest man,
Rinat Akhmetov: metallurgy and power engineering.1 In June 2010, Akhmetov prevented a
significant expansion of Russian capital in the

In Ukraine, the oligarchy thus
represents a unique combination
of multiple forms of capital
(industrial, financial, commercial)
with direct control over the levers
of state power.
metallurgical industry by having the recently
appointed Prime Minister from his Party of
Regions, Mykola Azarov, invalidate the sale
of Ukraine’s second largest metallurgical plant
as an attempt at an illegal takeover. In 2011,
Akhmetov’s companies acquired from the state
1) leases over companies controlling over 50
percent of energy coal production in Ukraine,
2) controlling stakes in three power plant complexes as part of tenders (ensuring Akhmetov
control of 30 percent of Ukraine’s electricity
production), and 3) demonstrable preferential
treatment (even against state-owned companies)
in the purchase of tenders for electricity export
to Ukraine’s neighbors. This meant that by the
end of 2011, Akhmetov had secured himself
an integrated production chain, using his own
coal as fuel in his own power plants to produce
electricity distributed through his own export
contracts. This is not to mention that Akhmetov
also has significant assets in media, transportation, finance (having recently merged two of his
banks), and retail trade, and his group HarvEast
is now one of the best positioned to seize large
portions of the agricultural market as its privatization begins to accelerate.
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Orange Fragments
Given this context, Ukraine is not known for its
free market. On the contrary, it is consistently
ranked among the bottom rungs on so-called
“economic freedom” indicators (155 out of
178 on the 2014 Heritage Index of Economic
Freedom).2 This state of affairs has led to discontent within the ruling elite during Ukraine’s
post-Soviet history. However, while the (largely
industrial) oligarchs have been able to act in
concert to institutionally dominate the state,
other sections of the ruling class have struggled
to maintain a coherent power bloc.
The so-called ‘Orange Revolution’ of 2004,
although involving hundreds of thousands of
protestors in the street, has been dubbed the “revolt of the millionaires against the billionaires”
largely due to its outcome. This event brought a
political alliance to power that was led by a small
section of big capital and had its base mainly in
small business owners. Although this alliance
consisted of diverse tendencies and motivations,
they have long been interested in the regulation of economic competition and establishing
the ‘rule of law’ in order to level the economic
playing field with the more powerful oligarchs.
Even today, the Orange ideology consists primarily in making the exploitation of workers
an equal opportunity affair. Many of the more
powerful oligarchs feared the liberal reforms
promised in the rhetoric of the Orange power
bloc which had consolidated against them, not
to mention the more populist slogans (e.g. “send
the crooks to prison”) of one of its leaders, Yulia
Tymoshenko. The initial plan of the oligarchs
was to have Viktor Yanukovych administer their
political affairs as president, but mass protests
at an election fraud and material support from
Washington brought the Orange leader Viktor
Yushchenko to power instead.
The delicate unity of the Orange bloc, along
with its economic inferiority, made it weak and
unable to sustain itself against the interests of
the bigger oligarchs without the added pres-
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sure from below. Less than two years after the
elections, a split within the Orange bloc and
an inability to form a parliamentary coalition
paralyzed the state, preventing it from carrying
out even minimal economic reforms. In these
circumstances, the takeover of Yushchenko’s
erstwhile oppositional “Our Ukraine” party
by sectional oligarchic interests was inevitable,
which led to small business shuffling its allegiances within the Orange framework during
the parliamentary elections of 2006 toward
the more radical pole of the Orange coalition,
‘Bloc Yulia Tymoshenko.’ Between 2005-2010,
the financial sector was also largely behind
Tymoshenko’s Bloc, including the brothers
Buriak (owners of the Brokbiznes Bank, one
of Ukraine’s largest financial institutions) and
Kostyantyn Zhevago, who heads the Finance
and Credit Group. Ihor Kolomoyskyi and
Henadiy Boholyubov of the Privat Group,
who own Ukraine’s largest bank, alternately
backed different wings of the Orange coalition
depending on their needs. In the run-up to the
2010 elections, however, Tymoshenko further
undermined the economic backing of her own
bloc through zealous populist policies that had
particularly negative consequences for small
businesses and the banking sector.3

The Working Class
All of these capitalists, of course, rely upon
the continuous exploitation of the Ukrainian
working class. In rough outline, slightly less
than a quarter of Ukraine’s working population
is employed in the industrial sector, just over
half of the workforce is in the service sector
(healthcare, education, communications, trade,
etc.), and almost a tenth of workers are in public
administration, while the official unemployment
rate has fluctuated around 8.3 percent over the
last decade, peaking during the economic crisis.4
In the post-Soviet sphere, the development
of independent workers’ political and economic
organizations faces its own particular difficulties.
Such organizations are essentially nonexistent,

and representation is instead directly mediated
by the state in the form of the trade unions and
the parties of the oligarchs. In an increasingly
dire economic situation, with months of unpaid
wages in some industries, shrinking pensions,
and rising unemployment, the willingness of
union members to take action is quite low.
This is due not only to intimidation tactics by
bosses, but also to a lack of confidence in both
the efficacy of direct actions and in unions as an
institution. Mounting discontent with this situation, in both the east and west of Ukraine, has
for the most part been channeled through other
ideological institutions. According to an opinion
poll from the beginning of 2013,5 Ukrainians
had far less confidence in trade unions as institutions than they did in the Orthodox Church,
the Ukrainian media, the courts, and political
parties. The opinion predominates that trade
unions are relics of the communist era for the
purpose of organizing vacations or children’s
summer camps (functions largely responsible
for sustaining union membership) rather than
fighting organizations pushing for the interests
of workers on the job and in politics. Even the
minuscule attempts at rank-and-file activism
must contend with the fact that the political
influence of the unions is severely limited by
their organizational weakness, as well as disunity
among the different union federations.6 Indeed,
there is almost no mutual support organized
for protest actions among unions, and alliances
are merely formalities to satisfy requirements
for political representation. In addition, trade
unions in Ukraine have faced the same difficulty
as their counterparts in Western countries when
confronted with organizing the growing informal sector and ‘precarious’ service jobs.

The Imperialist Contradiction
In its economic, political, and even ideological aspects, the entirety of Ukrainian society is
continuously animated by an inter-imperialist
rivalry between the United States and the European Union on the one side, and Russia on
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the other. By means of alternately suppressing
and deferring this contradiction, the Ukrainian
oligarchy has carefully prevented it from coming to a head, and thereby retained their power.
Before the emergence of the Maidan movement in late 2013 and early 2014, Russia sought
to include Ukraine in the Eurasian Customs
Union, which was and is an attempt to build an
economic bloc capable of competing with the
EU, but more powerful because it would have
a common military strategy. Not only would it
culminate in a powerful geopolitical bloc, but
the EU itself would be almost completely reliant
upon it for energy and natural resources. The
position the Ukrainian oligarchs have taken with
regard to the potential customs union has been
contradictory, as has been evident throughout
the years of negotiations. Ukrainian industry
relies upon Russian gas, especially in the chemical sector. Remaining outside the customs union
has kept gas prices significantly higher than
otherwise, and has contributed to the decline
in competitiveness of Ukrainian plants. Russian manipulation of gas prices has significantly
increased Ukraine’s trade deficit, a fact Russia
has attempted to use to force Ukraine to either
join the Customs Union or merge Ukraine’s gas
pipeline controller Naftogaz with the Russian
state-owned Gazprom. Whether through access to a newly unprotected market by Russian
businesses or the new possibility of unfettered
manipulation of the gas supply, the sharp limitations upon Ukraine’s economic sovereignty
in either case would comprise the economic
content of Russian imperialism.
Yet the Western alternative has not only
threatened the living standards of ordinary
Ukrainians, it has also posed an economic threat
to many oligarchs. Despite their diverging and
conflicting interests and fickle maneuvers in the
contest over the state apparatus, all oligarchs
have held an interest in common: preventing
the introduction of regulated and strictly enforced free markets to Ukraine, as this would
significantly impact their infrastructure of profit
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extraction, and open up the Ukrainian market to
competition from Western corporations. From
the perspective of the oligarchs, political candidates are to be selected and supported insofar
as they are politically pliable and present a low
risk of change being introduced into the system.
The majority of oligarchs backed Yanukovych
in the 2010 presidential elections against Tymoshenko precisely because he was considered
a weak president (as was Yushchenko, in the
last analysis). Affiliating with the West in the
form of IMF loans and the EU Association
Agreement would to a certain extent begin to
reverse this form of oligarchs’ direct dominance
over the state as Western imperialist interests
play an increasingly dominant role in the state
and economy.
Thus, maintaining the balancing act between
imperialisms, precarious and contradictory
as it always was, has been the domestic and
foreign policy interest driving the oligarchic
bloc. Ukraine was hit hard by the economic
crisis of 2007-08, with its GDP plummeting
by 15 percent in 2009. The crisis dramatically
impacted the country’s capacity for economic
independence, as up to 60 percent of Ukraine’s
GDP is reliant upon exports. When combined
with the growing gas deficit, this situation made
ever more urgent a decision on alignment with
Russia or the West. Suppressing the imperialist
contradiction through illicit protectionism or
deferring it through postponing a decision was
thus made all the more difficult. In mid-2013,
the economic crisis in Ukraine reached its pinnacle,7 fusing mounting economic and social
discontent as they moved toward the surface.
Yanukovych’s rejection of the EU Association
Agreement, the last attempt by the oligarchy to
defer the imperialist contradiction, proved utterly
impotent in the face of a social upheaval whose
time had come.

Recomposition and Restructuring
Riding the wave of the Maidan movement, a
neoliberal power bloc was brought to power and
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promptly began betraying that very movement.
The new power bloc attempting to consolidate
hegemony over the state and society is comprised of three major economic trends: oligarchs
increasingly reliant upon Western markets,
finance capital domestic and foreign, and small
business owners. The first group comes partly
from within the industrial oligarchy itself, and is
driven toward an association with the West by a
combination of the collapsing Russian economy
facing stagflation and capital flight, and a need
for state stability after growing frustration with
Yanukovych’s overstepping his role through his
personal usage of the state to enrich his family
and attempting to enter oligarch territory. Although the westward-looking oligarchs remain
to a significant extent dependent upon the Russian market, the undependability of the latter
is making the long-delayed shift to the west
increasingly unavoidable. Leading members of
this group include oligarchs such as Pinchuk
and Poroshenko, the latter of whom also had his
imports into Russia restricted by Moscow. The
second section of the rising new power bloc is
finance capital. Today, independent finance capital in Ukraine is comparatively weak. In 2012,
the banking sector—consistently described by
international financial institutions as one of the
weakest in the region—was distinguished by a
large share of foreign investors (39 percent) and
a comparatively low level of oligarch presence,
with only two of the ten largest banks (which
in total control 54 percent of the assets in the
banking sector) owned by oligarchs (Privat
and FUIB). The most powerful oligarch of
the finance sector, Kolomoyskyi (whose Privat
Bank is Ukraine’s largest) has long been politically oppositional toward the ruling industrial
oligarchs: he was staunchly in the Orange camp
in 2004, and in early March of this year he was
enlisted by the provisional Kiev government to
be governor of the Dnipropetrovsk region in
the East. The third major component of the
aspiring power bloc is the class of ‘entrepreneurs’
and small business owners, in other words, the

petty bourgeoisie. In Ukraine, this class has a
history of coming out en masse against perceived
oligarchic abuse of power.8 Given the economic
heterogeneity of this rising power bloc then,

The opinion predominates that
trade unions are relics of the
communist era for the purpose of
organizing vacations rather than
fighting organizations pushing for
the interests of workers.
its corresponding ideology is expressed as a
motley mixture of 1) pro-European sentiment
(with demands for both reliable rule-of-law in
the economic sphere and political democracy),
2) nationalism (consolidating around “our” oligarchs and opposed specifically to the historic
colonizer, Russia), and 3) neo-fascism (the fascist
Svoboda party takes pride in its exclusively
middle class funding). The militarization and
xenophobia of the fascist component also play
an important and increasingly dangerous role in
diverting class anger away from the capitalists
within this coalition.
These economic and ideological components of the new power bloc find their political articulations in the Ukrainian Democratic
Alliance for Reforms (UDAR) party headed
by Petro Poroshenko and Vitali Klitschko, the
Fatherland party headed by Yulia Tymoshenko
and Arseniy Yatsenyuk, and the Svoboda party
headed by Oleh Tyahnybok. UDAR and the
westward-looking oligarchs backing it occupy
the strongest position in this coalition; their
interests determine its direction in the last
instance. The pro-European nationalism of
the Fatherland party serves as an ideological
palliative shoring up working and middle class
support with anti-corruption rhetoric, but it has
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also played a political leadership role along with
UDAR, despite the inferiority of the economic
forces behind Fatherland. Although initially
relatively small, the influence of fascism (politically represented by Svoboda and the Right

Ukrainian society is continuously
animated by an inter-imperialist
rivalry between the United States
and the European Union on the
one side, and Russia on the other.

Sector) has grown in proportion to the inability
of the new power bloc to consolidate hegemony
over a unitary state. This is manifested most
strikingly through the increasing reliance of this
bloc upon militarized fascist militias and street
gangs during the “Anti-Terrorist Operation” to
quell rising discontent in eastern Ukraine.
Part of the difficulty this power bloc has had
in retaining political power lies not only in its
internal contradictions, but also in the nature of
the state apparatus itself. The economic interests
of the (primarily industrial) oligarchy, dependent as it is on the stability of the Ukrainian
social formation, required, on the political level,
simultaneously a weak state to instrumentalize
and upon which to impose its interests, and a
strong state with which to protect Ukrainian
economic sovereignty and resist the ever-present
imperial impositions from both East and West.
The state inherited by the new power bloc had
undergone a comprehensive centralization and
shift to executive dominance under Yanukovych.
It was thereby designed for maximum domestic
instrumentalization by the powerful oligarchs,
a group to which Yanukovych’s family itself
increasingly aspired. In practice this meant the
continued deferral of imperialist impositions:
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under Yanukovych the size of the Ukrainian
armed forces was considerably reduced while the
riot police were fortified. This state apparatus
was built to stabilize the teeming contradictions of Ukrainian social relations under the
hegemony of the existing oligarch bloc and its
interests, not the interests that comprise the
current Kiev government. This is illustrated
by the fact that the provisional government
was plagued by inconsistent and undisciplined
parliamentary support, with frequent failures to
meet vote quotas and lack of motivation due to
a blinkered focus on the May elections. But it
is seen most apparently in the disintegration of
the repressive apparatus that has led the provisional Kiev government to alternate repeated
hollow threats to uprisings in the east with the
mobilization of fascist militarized elements
for spectacular displays of impotent violence,
which are not a particularly telling sign of a
stable hegemony.
In its attempt to secure this hegemony over
the entirety of a unified Ukraine, the new power
bloc has relied upon the political and economic
supplement of Western imperialism. The intersection of its economic interests with its reliance
upon the IMF loans points toward both more
stable trade deals with the West as well as the
introduction of neoliberal reforms in Ukraine.
Although all oligarchs will benefit from the
increased access to Western markets (even more
of a necessity with Russia’s impending economic
downturn), there will be a trade-off for some
of them (beyond the social disaster of austerity,
which the oligarchs are more than willing to
tolerate for the sake of profit). In order to make
the investment climate more attractive, part of
the neoliberal restructuring of the economy
and the legal apparatus will involve combatting
the arbitrary practices of the oligarchs used to
support and expand their wealth, such as the
raiding practices that reached unprecedented
levels after Yanukovych took power and which
affected medium-sized Ukrainian businesses
and foreign businesses alike. This conflict in
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oligarchic interests marks the Western aspect of
the imperialist contradiction that has resulted in
the political inertia of many industrial oligarchs.
The intensity of this impasse has contributed
to the halting and contradictory nature of the
re-condensation of the state apparatus since
February. However, the crisis in the social formation triggered by the autonomous actions of
the Maidan mass movement has resulted in the
majority of the oligarchs passively supporting
the Western-backed Kiev government initially.
What at first appeared to be the likely endurance of the neoliberal power bloc has begun to
demand the tenuous participation of more of
the larger industrial oligarchs, and will lead to
a shift in their own economic activities should
the process continue.
The most formidable challenge to the
hegemony of the new bloc has been posed by
the actions of Russia and mass discontent in
eastern Ukraine. Based upon the interests in the
Customs Union and the gas supply manipulation outlined above, Russia has attempted to
undermine the legitimacy and position of the
new Ukrainian authorities on the international
stage through internal destabilization, thereby
preventing the loss of Ukraine from the de
facto Russian sphere of influence, and forcing
a resolution to the crisis of Ukrainian society
on Moscow’s terms. At the moment, this is
achieved through cynically emphasizing the
legitimacy and independence of the eastern
separatists. Should the turmoil in the East continue and gain the upper hand, oligarchs with
industrial and political bases there will most
likely use the resulting decentralization of the
state or federalization to attempt to ward off the
regulations of the EU association while keeping
access to western markets open by retaining
connection to the Ukrainian state. However,
none of this should distract from the fact that
working Ukrainians in both East and West have
compelling reasons of their own not to accept
either of the imperialist futures.

Internal Resistance
The Eastern Ukrainian economy has traditionally bankrolled the poorer West of the country,
and the manufacturing and coal mining based
there comprise 35 percent of Ukraine’s exports.
Association with the EU will lead to tougher
production standards, the decline of Ukrainian
coal and metallurgy industries, and loss of jobs
in the East of Ukraine, whereas Russia has little
need for Ukraine’s coal mines. The social inequality already endemic to the oligarchic capitalist system will thus be amplified throughout
these regions, regardless of which imperialism
wins out. Protest against this inequality, whether
targeting the oligarchs or the austerity programs
from the West, has struggled to achieve a voice
independent of the omnipresent inter-imperialist rivalry. Complete lack of organization makes
the discontent of Eastern Ukrainians susceptible
to Russian influence and the packaged solution
on hand of separatism or federalization, and the
discontent has as of yet no independent political
expression. At present, the clashes in the East
are spiraling Ukraine toward civil war. The very
visible presence of fascists on both sides is a
symptom of the growing embattlement of the
ruling classes at the source of the conflict.
In recent years, many trade unions have
been forbidden or had union leaders fired in
enterprises belonging to multinational corporations—these are generally more difficult spaces
in which to organize. The new trade agreement with the EU would open up Ukraine to
a greater role for the multinationals, and thus
further weaken the capacity of the working
class to organize itself. The relative isolation of
Ukrainian unions from practical solidarity with
international unions will need to be broken as
these multinational firms and their Western political backers begin taking over larger sections
of the Ukrainian labor market and determining
Ukrainian economic policy. The historically
most class-conscious part of the working class
and the best positioned politically right now are
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the miners of the Donbass region. These miners’ unions have already shown small signs of
political activity and uneven involvement with
the uprisings of the East, and even spoken of
a political strike, which has once before (1989)
proven to be the key link in the chain that exploded the entire contradictory social formation.
Yet the trade unions of the mining industry have
had divided allegiances, as Nick Evans points
out: “Imperial competition between the U.S.
and Europe, and Russia, and splits between
the different oligarchic blocs in the Ukraine are
reflected in the bureaucracy of the respective
sections of the trade union movement.”9
Prospects for a socially just resolution to the
crisis are bleak. But the germs of genuine resistance persevere. The elements of the Maidan,
drawn from all over the country, that fought for
democracy and against the deterioration of their
living standards, will soon be just as dissatisfied
with the IMF-imposed austerity as they were
with Yanukovych. Now, though, they have yet
another experience of popular uprising that
has played a determining role in politics, even
if not carried all the way through due to lack of
effective left organizations.
A grassroots anti-imperialism opposed to
the ruling classes of both East and West is the
precondition for the resolution of the imperialist
contradiction on the terms of the working class.
Crucial to any future unification strategy will
be the linking of anti-austerity protests with
anti-imperialism, the expansion of the trade
union movement to the informal sector, and the
creation of popular democratic institutions and
eventually independent political parties. Popular
struggle on all of these fronts, and their eventual
unification, will be required to melt the ideological cement binding the workers of the West to
the nationalists of the ruling class and replace
it with a class-conscious counter-hegemonic
project. The return of Maidan activists to their
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hometowns, spread all across the country, has
laid the infrastructure of a united cross-regional
movement in a way that can lead to grassroots
protests exceeding the bounds of the narrow
ruling-class political oscillations of the last
decade. Today, as murderous imperialisms and
the onslaught of Ukrainian capitalism rage on,
one thing is clear as the dawn: it is the oligarchs
of all stripes who are responsible for the misery
of the Ukrainian people, and it is the oligarchs
who will need to be targeted by workplace
actions and political protests if the people of
Ukraine are to begin taking their future into
their own hands.
May 12, 2014
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